
-  No  additional  approvals  or  entries  in  the  vehicle  

documents  are  necessary.

The  retrofit  must  be  coded!

20  minutes

A  large  number  of  detailed  modifications  will  
characterize  the  design  of  these  vehicles  even  more.  
With  the  LCI  package  of  measures,  the  rear  lights  have  
been  significantly  changed  in  terms  of  design  and  
technology  and  offer  the  option  of  converting  vehicles  
before  the  production  date  of  03/2010.

Danger!  The  conversion  of  the  rear  lights  is  only  possible  
for  vehicles  from  03/2007.

E92  E93

You  will  receive  detailed  information  in  a  separate  

mailing!

Selling  Propositions/Benefits

-  The  high-quality  LCI  rear  lights  with  a  clear  glass  look  
offer  more  safety  thanks  to  faster  braking  and  turn  
signals.

-  The  retrofit  kit  offers  the  customer  a

Note  No  
retrofit  kit!

15  minutes

-  The  LED  technology  enables  lower  energy  consumption  
and  a  longer  service  life.

Changing  the  footwell  mode  is  necessary  for  vehicles  from  
03/2007  to  09/2009.
No  installation  instructions  required!

The  new  LCI  (Life  Cycle  Impulse)  measures  have  
been  available  for  the  E92/E93  since  April  2010.

NEW:  The  LED  technology  in  turn  signals  and  brake  

lights.  This  allows  for  a  shorter  response  time.

In  addition  to  the  changed  look  of  the  rear  lights,  the  
technology  has  also  been  changed.

simple  conversion  to  the  latest  technology  and  design  
standard.

Replace  footwell  module  3  40  minutes

speaks  to  the  current  models,  especially  in  the  rear  area,  
and  has  a  better  lighting  effect  thanks  to  advanced  LED  
technology.

installation  time

(Total  scope  including  all  collaborative  work)

Code  footwell  module

-  The  vehicle  is  optically  upgraded,

Availability  since  
04/2010

Replace  taillights
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All-inclusive  price  packages  
You  can  find  the  all-inclusive  price  packages  on  the  KSD  DVD  
for  a  detailed  quotation.
The  valid  prices  can  be  found  in  your  price  system  or  in  the  price  
publications  you  are  familiar  with.
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